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Capture. Manage. Share.

CLEARSCOPE is an endoscope video solution that connects any standard endoscope to the smartphone you 
already own. This innovative mobile medical technology creates a truly portable and cost effective alternative 
to the traditional video tower. 

CLEARSCOPE makes it easy for medical professionals to securely capture, manage, and share HD quality video 
of endoscopic procedures. 

No one can argue that access to video provides a valuable tool for diagnosing patients, teaching residents, 
and remotely consulting with other physicians. But traditional video capture equipment is expensive, not 
easily accessible, and can quickly become out dated. While mobile technology offers a portable, and cost 
effective alternative for endoscopy video capture, security of health information is a major concern. Until now. 
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Portable: 
connects to the smartphone 
you already own

Compatible: 
works with any standard 
endoscope

Compliant: 
listed as a Class 1 medical 
device in Canada, USA & EU

Intelligent: 
sets up in seconds, easy to use, 
no training required

Cost effective: 
HD quality image and video 
capture at a fraction of the 
cost of traditional equipment

Smartphone Endoscope Adaptor



 

 

 

 

Private. Secure. Compliant

Secure Medical Camera App and Cloud Storage

Working in compliment to the CLEARSCOPE Adaptor, MODICA is an easy-to-use iOS camera app and cloud 
service that helps to facilitate the private and secure capture, management, and sharing of medical images.

The MODICA app and cloud secures medical images in a segregated, encrypted, and password-protected 
camera roll, ensuring they never mix with personal photos. MODICA automatically moves medical images off 
of the device and backs them up in a HIPAA compliant cloud storage service for further protection in the event 
of a lost or stolen device.
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This app is available today in the iTunes App store.

The app also helps to:

Enhance images: 
Camera settings optimized 
for capturing endoscopy 
video.

Secure photos & video:
Encryption and password
protection lock images into 
a separate camera roll.

Annotate images:
Add keywords, comments, 
patient information.

Share images:
Text or email images to 
colleagues, residents, 
event patients for teaching 
and consulting.
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